This has been written for the purpose of showing anyone how to successfully withstand and nullify unsolicited demands for payment/performance from attorneys, banks, judges, clerks of court, police, taxmen, and government agents (and anyone else who would casually and unjustly damage one’s life) and cease being muscled into “doing business” with such parties against his will. Any who proceed against the Redemptor(1) after having been noticed are vulnerable for both immediate and long-term grievous and catastrophic personal financial/commercial ruin, thereby providing adequate motivation to look elsewhere for a more compliant “customer”. As abundantly documented here in, the judicial system may be accurately defined as “a private, invitation-only, cultic, British-owned and-operated, commercial extortion racket,” with only an apparent monopoly over the transference of wealth and control of personal freedom in this country. The prescriptions contained within the pages of this manual set you free of this menace.

In America—as in any communist country(2)—Big Brothers modus operandi consists of bringing down the full might of the government upon any unlucky “citizen” that crosses paths with its divine agenda (absolute ownership and control of all property and people). Few, if any, can withstand such an assault. Operating in limited liability with official immunity, Big Brother’s operatives wreak holy hell on a daily basis against any they choose, but continually walk away from the carnage unscathed.(3) For those who follow the precepts as presented in this manual, such days are numbered, if not over. The procedures appearing in this volume, if scrupulously followed, can render any legal attacker immediately liable and fully personally accountable for his/her actions should he/she proceed—the right medicine for anyone suffering from a case of the “More equal(4) Than Thou Syndrome”—and the best reason to halt all proceedings.

This offers a new plateau of stability and is orders of magnitude beyond any other set of editions to date. This process is tried and true and cannot be defeated if followed without alteration. The non-judicial Uniform Commercial Code has been cracked and is now utterly accessible for any who would examine the contents of this manual. As you will discover, the assurances made in the preceding paragraphs are not hollow chatter: this text can set you free.

The treatises, essays, and historical material contained in this book are all on solid legal ground. It is not a matter of if we are on the right trail or not; it is rather a matter of how well we read the trail markings we encounter—because the remedies described in this manual are working like crazy north, east, south, and west, and the successes contained herein will:

1 Redemptor: Latin One who buys back, reclaims (one who has reclaimed legal title over his life and property).
2 All 10 planks of the Communist Manifesto are firmly entrenched in daily American life, deeply implanted in America’s psyche, and thoroughly dispersed in an ocean of code, i.e. “law.”
3 As well as innumerable, eminently qualified judges, a prime example of this phenomenon is the former California Insurance Commissioner, Chuck Quackenbush. In addition to padding his own political career, and likely lining his own pockets and the pockets of his cohorts, this man was personally accountable for the ruination of the lives of thousands (if not tens of thousands) of California families whose homes were damaged/destroyed in the 1994 Northridge Earthquake, by officially letting insurance companies off the hook—to the tune of billions of dollars. Chuck Quackenbush has quietly slipped into obscurity without so much as a slap on the wrist.
4 In Animal Farm, the brilliant little allegory of communism by George Orsell, the original, sacred “Seven Commandments” were continually altered/deleted for favoring the pigs (the leaders) until, in the end, there was only one commandment left: “ALL ANIMALS ARE EQUAL, BUT SOME ANIMALS ARE MORE EQUAL THAN OTHERS.”
5 The main failing with professional (and ameteur) critics is that particular vocation does not involve helping people and getting things done. It just involves tearing down the things that might help, and stopping others from breaking free of Big Brothers clutches—an occupational calling/hobby with a marginal sanity index. When you come across
someone who is preoccupied with stopping this process and saying how bad it all is, realize that the critic is a “company man,” obsessed with infecting all with the venom of statism,(6) and does not have your best interests at heart—and likely never will.(7) An honorable critic would bring forth another solution, i.e. another remedy for the situation at hand, rather than just sounding a general hue and cry(8) and proclaiming that all (sheep) should stand stock still(9) and accept their fate as “part of life.”

As with the first edition the initial aim of this edition is fully acquainting you with the process of regaining control of the all-capital-letters juristic(10) name/TRADE NAME that began appearing on legal documents, such as the Social Security card in your possession, following the registration of your birth. This name is “yours” only in the sense that it belongs to you; it does not identify you. The problem with such a name is that even though it belongs to you, and was created expressly to reference you, someone else has custody of it—meaning that someone else can control the travels that particular piece of intellectual property (the all-caps TRADE NAME) and has been using it for financial gain courtesy of your labor. This handbook shows you how to rectify this situation.

Having accomplished the foregoing, the main objective of this manual becomes providing you with the means for fortifying your existence and deflecting all legal and financial assaults on your freedom, family, property, and peace of mind. The legality of the issues addressed herein is well substantiated in the common law and the UCC, and you are limited only by your lack of understanding of them. The Glossary contained herein has been specifically created and annotated to assist you in acquiring a working knowledge of the key issues.

Material has been laid out so that the reader can go straight into the practical application of the filing instructions, adapt the sample documents with the details of his/her life, and successfully file the documents without doing anything else. However, such practice is basically “treating the symptom” and is not recommended because the cause of the condition—unwanted victimization at the hands of the system—is still unresolved; sort of like being lost in the jungle, finding a compass, but then not knowing which direction is the best way out.

The theory portion of this manual as well as the items in the Appendix, affords a treetop perch for those who might be lost in the legal/commercial/political jungle: one with a bird’s-eye view of the whole territory as never before. Once a bewildered traveler gets a compass reading on the right landmark, he can thereafter successfully negotiate any difficulties encountered on his way out of the jungle because of acquired certainty of where he is headed and the full expectation that he will make it. Whether you do your filing(s) sooner-

5 For conclusive, unimpeachable documentary evidence (from the Federal Reserve) of the correctness of the procedures set forth in this manual, see “How to Sign When Your Signature is demanded” in Appendix.
6 Statism: A theory of government which holds that the returns from group or individual enterprise are vested in the state, as in communism. Funk & Wagnall’s New College Standard Dictionary, 1947.
7 “Remember, a statue has never been set up in honor of a critic.” Jean Sibelius (renowned composer), Oxford Dictionary of Twentieth Century Quotations.
8 Hue and cry: A great stir and clamor about any matter.
9 Stickstill: As still as a stock or post; motionless.
10 Juristic: Of or relating to law.
rather than later, steady progress between the covers of this manual however unhurried will give you a new perspective on the same old surroundings and produce a courage and a confidence that can fuel your journey all the way out of the ‘jungle’ and onto the highroad for a better life.

Because the Code has been cracked, the filing procedures and background material are now simple. Matters have now been removed from private, monopolistic, judicial system, and players within that arena have become personally commercially accountable for their actions. These breakthroughs have thereby greatly remedied the nuisance of dealing with the courts, the courts’ extreme formalism, and the secret rituals(11) of the inner sanctum of the legal fraternity, “the Brotherhood.”

For those reading this page that may have the misfortune of being involved in an ongoing legal dilemma, some words of encouragement: the procedure contained herein is beneficial at any stage of the game(12). The more entangled one has become, the more complicated it can seem to be to extricate oneself from the tentacles of those who would be gleefully destroy one’s life. Obviously, the further along on the judicial conveyor belt, the more difficult things can become. However, irrespective of what has happened, the liberation procedure is essentially the same no matter what stage of the game you are in. A healthy (and workable) approach is simply to write off everything that has already happened, chalk it up to experience, and start afresh and anew with a clean heart. What is offered here can be completely locked into place in very short order and can serve you thereafter in many different circumstances.(13)

This manual will also introduce you with the very real possibility of personal independence and functional sovereignty. Believe it or not, it was the exercise of your inherent sovereign right to “decide” with whom you would contract that got you into this mess in the first place. The first step in regaining sovereignty is reestablishing ownership and control of the corporately colored property identified as your all-capital-letters TRADE NAME (and any and all other corruptions/permutations thereof). That, and the procedure to fortify your freedom and maintain control of your worldly possessions thereafter, has been presented here in detail to ensure your understanding of the subject and assist you in your efforts to create a pleasant and worry-free life for yourself.

Wishing you happier times…

11 “The characteristic of the earlier Roman law was its extreme formalism. From its first secret administration as the law of the privileged classes it expanded until it became the basis of all civilized legal systems.” Catholic Encyclopedia.
12 As of this writing these breakthrough procedures have already stopped the levying of a bank account after judgement had been finalized.
13 Professional assistance, support, and (non-legal) document preparation services are available through the publisher.